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Bound Electron Pairs in a Degenerate
Ferxai Gas*

= (1/V) expLi(ki r&+kp r&)j which satisfy periodic
boundary conditions in a box of volume V, and where
r~ and r2 are the coordinates of electron one and elec-
tron two. (One can use antisymmetric functions and
obtain essentially the same results, but alternatively
we can choose the electrons of opposite spin. ) Defining
relative and center-of-mass coordinates, R= p(ri+rp),
r = (rp —ri), K= (ki+ kp) and k= —', (kp —ki), and letting
hx+ em= (k'/sn) (eE'+k'), the Schrodinger equation
can be written

(@x+e~—E)a~+Z~ a~ (k~K~ k)
yb(K —K')/b(0) =0 (1)

where
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(R r) (1/QV)e'x. ay(r, E),
x( It)=2 ( /v'V) '"' (2)

T has been proposed that a metal would display
~ ~ superconducting properties at low temperatures if
the one-electron energy spectrum had a volume-inde-
pendent energy gap of order 6 kT„between the
ground state and the erst excited state."We should
like to point out how, primarily as a result of the
exclusion principle, such a situation could arise.

Consider a pair of electrons which interact above a
quiescent Fermi sphere with an interaction of the kind.
that might be expected due to the phonon and the
screened Coulomb 6eld.s. If there is a net attraction
between the electrons, it turns out that they can form
a bound state, though their total energy is larger than
zero. The properties of a noninteracting system of such
bound pairs are very suggestive of those which could
produce a superconducting state. To what extent the
actual many-body system can be represented by such
noninteracting pairs will be discussed in a forthcoming
paper.

Because of the similarity of the superconducting
transition in a wide variety of complicated and differing
metals, it is plausible to assume that the details of metal
structure do not affect the qualitative features of the
superconducting state. Thus, we neglect band and
crystal structure and replace the periodic ion potential
by a box of volume V. The electrons in this box are
free except for further interactions between them which
may arise due to Coulomb repulsions or to the lattice
vibrations.

In the presence of interaction between the electrons,
we can imagine that under suitable circumstances there
will exist a wave number qo below which the free states
are unaffected by the interaction due to the large energy
denominators required for excitation. They provide a
floor (so to speak) for the possible transitions of elec-
trons with wave number k;& qo. One can then consider
the eigenstates of a pair of electrons with k~, k2) qo.

For a complete set of states of the two-electron system
we take plane-wave product functions, q(ki, kp, ri, rp)

(k(Hijk')=
(
— dre '~'8'ie'~"

[

& p phonons

We have assumed translational invariance in the metal.
The summation over k' is limited by the exclusion
principle to values of k& and k2 larger than qo, and by
the delta function, which guarantees the conservation
of the total momentum of the pair in a single scattering.
The E dependence enters through the latter restriction.

Bardeen and Pines' and Frohlich' have derived
approximate formulas for the matrix element (k

~
Hi ~

k');
it is thought that the matrix elements for which the
two electrons are confined to a thin energy shell near
the Fermi surface, ~l~e2 ep, are the principal ones
involved in producing the superconducting state. ' 4

Kith this in mind we shall approximate the expressions
for (k

~
II&

~

k') derived by the above authors by

(k)Hi[k')= —[P) if kp&~k, k'~&k

=0 otherwise,
(3)

where X(Ã,e) is the density of two-electron states of
total momentum E, and of energy e= (5'/rn)k'. To a
very good approximation E(E,e)~X(E,ep). The result-
ing spectrum has one eigenvalue smaller than pe+St. ,
while the rest lie in the continuum. The lowest eigen-
value is Ep= ep+ hx —6, where 6 is the binding energy
of the pair

&= (em —ep)/(e' e 1)i
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where F is a constant and (Pt'/rn) (k '—kps) 2hco~0. 2
ev. Although it is not necessary to limit oneself so
strongly, the degree of uncertainty about the precise
form of (k~ Hi

~

k') makes it worthwhile to explore the
consequences of reasonable but simple expressions.

With these matrix elements, the eigenva1ue equation
becomes

E(E,e)de

~.0 &—~—hz
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where P=1V(E,e) ~F ~. The binding energy, 6, is inde-
pendent of the volume of the box, but is strongly
dependent on the parameter P.

Following a method of Bardeen, ' by which the
coupling constant for the electron-electron interaction,
which is due to phonon exchange, is related to the high-
temperature resistivity which is due to phonon absorp-
tion, one gets P pn)&10 ', where p is the high-tem-
perature resistivity in esu and n is the number of
valence electrons per unit volume. The binding energy
displays a sharp change of behavior in the region P 1

and it is just this region which separates, in almost
every case, the superconducting from the nonsuper-
conducting metals. s (Also it is just in this region where
the attractive interaction between electrons, due to
the phonon Geld, becomes about equal to the screened
Coulomb repulsive interaction. )

The ground-state wave function,

t e'"'E(E e(k)) t'de)
7ts(r, E)= (const)

~

—~dk, (6)
htr+ e(k) E&dk—J

represents a true bound state which for large values of r
decreases at least as rapidly as const/rs. The average
extension of the pair, ((r')A„)', is of the order of 10 ' cm
for 6 kT, . The existence of such a bound state with
nonexponential dependence for large r is due to the
exclusion of the states k(ko from the unperturbed
spectrum, and the concomitant degeneracy of the lowest
energy states of the unperturbed system. One would
get no such state if the potential between the electrons
were always repulsive. All of the excited states x„&s(r,E)
are very nearly plane waves.

The pair described by 7(o(r) may be thought to have
some Hose properties (to the extent that the binding
energy of the pair is larger than the energy of interaction
between pairs). s However, since 1V(E,e) is strongly de-
pendent on 'the total momentum of the pair, E, the
binding energy 6 is a very sensitive function of E,
being a maximum where E=o and going very rapidly
to zero where E k —ko. Thus the elementary excita-
tions of the pair might correspond to the splitting of
the pair rather than to increasing the kinetic energy of
the pair.

In either case the density of excited states (dtV/dE)
would be greatly reduced from the free-particle density
and the elementary excitations would be removed from
the ground state by what amounted to a small
energy gap.

If the many-body system could be considered (at
least to a lowest approximation) a collection of pairs
of this kind above a Fermi sea, we would have (whether
or not the pairs had significant Bose properties) a model
similar to that proposed by Bardeen which would
display many of the equilibrium properties of the
superconducting state.

The author wishes to express his appreciation to

Professor John Bardeen for his helpful instruction in
many illuminating discussions.
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$'IJCLEAR magnetic resonance of the fluorine
nuclei in MnF~ has recently been observed by

Shulman and Jaccarino, t who found a much greater
"paramagnetic shift" of the resonance field than would
be expected from simple magnetic dipole fields of the
manganese ions. Electronic paramagnetic resonance of
Mn'+ ions present as impurities in the isomorphous
crystal ZnF2 has previously been observed by Tinkham, '
who made detailed measurements of the Quorine hyper-
fine structure which results from overlap of the mag-
netic electrons onto the fluorine ions. The purpose of
this note is to point out that the shift of the nuclear
resonance can be estimated from Tinkham's data, and
that good agreement with the measured value is found.

Kith an obvious extension of Tinkham's nomen-
clature, the Hamiltonian for the system can be
written as

5C= grrptvH I+—/st I g". .S"
where I is the spin operator for a fluorine nucleus, A~ is
the hyperfine structure constant for interaction between
this nucleus and the Eth manganese ion whose spin
operator is $~. Owing to the rapid change of spin
orientation .,for the manganese ions, we must take a
weighted mean of the diGerent values of the projection
3f of SN on the direction of the applied Geld. This
mean is

ll7=+sr 3II exp( —Wst/kT)/+sr exp( Wst/kT), —
which cannot be evaluated from Grst principles in a
substance such as MnF2 where strong internal fields
are acting. However, we may relate it to the measured
susceptibility, since, per mole,

7t= A gPM/B.

Hence we have, for the quantum of energy required to


